Experience an Interactive Distance-Learning Science Class with UCLA and Tuskegee University

SCIENCE & SOCIETY 70A
Genetic Engineering in Medicine, Agriculture and Law
Winter 2017

Lectures: Tuesdays and Thursdays, 3:30 – 6:00 pm, Olson 227 (CRN 40717)
Discussion Section: Wednesdays, 6:10 - 8:00 pm
BIS 98 (CRN 15460)

All non-biology students (especially non-science students!) and freshman biology students may enroll

For information about the class, contact Professor John Harada, jjharada@ucdavis.edu
or see course content and videos of past lectures @ http://openwetware.org/wiki/Harada:Classes

one of America’s 10 Hottest Classes

A Science Class That Will Change Your UC Davis Experience